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record, archive and export video 
conferencing calls

share multimedia content during 
a video conferencing calls

video conference calls in Full HD quality 
on computers and mobile devices

Your employees no longer have to travel for confe- 
rences and are free to use the time and cost savings 
in more effective ways. The video:LINK video confe- 
rencing system is the perfect aid for your business 
when handling negotiations with business partners, 
operational communication between branches and 
regular team meetings involving individuals at diffe- 
rent sites.

Save time and costs with 
efficient video conferencing

proven and reliable system that is used worldwide

cost-effective and flexible solution

secure encrypted communication

continuous 24/7 surveillance

Advantages

unlimited number of user accounts

simple to use with archiving capabilities

video:LINK is a high performance cloud video conferencing 
solution that uses a client - server model provided in the 
form of computer, notebook computer, smartphone and 
tablet applications or special equipment installed directly 
in your video conferencing room or space

What does video:LINK provide?

video:LINK accommodates an unlimited number of user ac-
counts and can connect up to five devices to a single account. 
The Ring All function ensures that all devices ring at the same 
time when a call is incoming. The service also features a user-
friendly interface for inviting new parties into a video conferen-
ce call and easily transitions from a simple call between two 
parties simply by adding a new contact

video:LINK can broadcast and receive live video 
conferencing calls and record video in HD Quality 
from anywhere in the world; on top of that it can 
also record and archive your meetings

the core of the video:LINK solution is the interope-
rable LifeSize UVC platform, which can be scaled to 
meet current needs and provides a high level of se-
curity through integrated NAT/Firewall encryption 
functions

video:LINK is a cost-effective video conferencing 
solution that can be deployed on anywhere from just 
a few computers to much larger groups, meaning 
you only have to purchase what you really need to-
day and later can easily expand the number of users 
or devices as the needs of your growing company 
change

Telecommunication services for your business
video:LINK


